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fi The BG News
"A Commitment to Excellence'

Friday, March 18, 1994

Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 77, Issue 120

Organizations
appeal general
fee allocations

NCAA Bound

by Leah Barnum
News staff writer

The BG

Sophomores Eric Dennison, far left, and Doug Wendl, middle, Join
freshman Tim Connors for the movie 'Hooslers' in their Prout Hall
residence hall room while anxiously awaiting the next round of

NCKI/KOII

Although the student-paid general fee has been distributed, the
final settlement is far from over.
Campus organizations
have had the
opportunity to
appeal the decision of the
Advisory
Committee on
General Fee Allocations - an
opportunity
only two
groups have taken advantage of
so far, despite today's deadline
for letters of intent to appeal.
The BG 24 News and the American Institute of Architecture

Wcluncr

NCAA college basketball Thursday evening. "We're Jusl in be.tween NCAA games" Dennison said,

Students - the only two groups
that requested money and gave
presentations to ACGFA, but did
not receive money - have appealed the ACGFA decision to
deny them funds for the 1994-95
school year.
In Its recent decision, AGCFA
denied money to both groups because members of the committee
said the organizations violate
criterion four, which states that
groups cannot be academically
oriented to receive funds from
the general fee.
Students of the BG 24 News are
disappointed with the decision
because it was based on the fact
that they give internship credit
to some students. However. AGSee APPEALS, page 3.

Workshop targets behavior Russians rally
for unification
HIV education addresses decision making
University sponsored
HIV/AIDS workshop

by Robin Coe
News staff writer

The University is sponsoring
an HIV/AIDS workshop that will
teach educators, health-care
professionals,
athletic
trainers and
student service
personnel how
to change
knowledge into
behavior.
The Next
Decade of HIV
Prevention Education: Teaching Responsible Decision Making
will take place March 25 at Kent
State University Student Center.
The workshop is the second of
three workshops which are sponsored by the University, Kent
State University, Miami University, Ohio University and The
Ohio State University. It is partially funded by the Ohio Department of Health.

Center
to help
rape
victims
by Shiran Turco

city editor
A University sexual violations task force has proposed to centralize operations of follow-up care and
counseling for survivors of
rape.
If the proposal is approved, the center could be
in operation by next fall.
The office of student afSee TASK KMtCI, page 3.

Various studies indicate that
schools and other institutions are
doing a good job of teaching children and young adults about
AIDS and HIV prevention, according to Betsy Bunner, director of AIDS education at the University and director of the workshop.
"They are still not using condoms 100 percent of the time and
they are still engaging in sexual
relationships." Bunner said. She
said despite the education students are receiving they are not
putting the information into
practice.
"It's not enough to know what
to do, but to have the skills to do
it," she said.
Reginald Fennell, associate
professor of health education at
Miami University and Dianne
Kerr, assistant professor of
health education at Kent State
University, are presenting information at the workshops. The
speakers won a Creative Pro-

gram Award for excellence from
the National University Continuing Education Association for
their workshop presentations in
the past.
They will address how to teach
assertiveness and negotiation
skills to students, how to use role
playing in the classroom and how
to apply established health prevention strategies to HIV education. They will also discuss how
explicit the language should be in
discussing sex-related topics and
how to develop a personal "comfort level" when teaching safe
sex practices.
"People don't think ahead when
getting into sexual relationships," Bunner said. She
said students need to think about
how far they are willing to go
sexually and how to discuss sex
with their partner.
She said educators need to
know how to bridge education
and behavior change together. It
helps to know where students get

•r Aims to leach educators,
health-care professionals, athletic
trainers and student service
personnel how to change
knowledge into behavior.
</ It will address how lo apply
established health prevention
strategies to HIV education.
S It will also discuss how to best
teach safe sex practices.
their information and to reach
them through it.
"They aren't going to listen if
it's not presented in the way they
want to hear it," she said. Education should start as early as kindergarten with virus prevention
including hygiene, she said. As
students" get older they should
learn more about disease prevention.

Festival offers poetry,
arts, musicfor charity
by Courtney B. Gangemi
News staff writer

For any of those not venturing
very far outside of the Toledo
area for spring break, the Rubens Pop Festival will take place
Sunday from 2:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
The Collingwood Arts Center
and Universe Crew Productions
present the festival. The event
will feature visual art and poetry
from residents of the historic
Collingwood Arts Center, located
in Toledo.
The cost of admission is $5 and
all proceeds will be donated to
David's House (a home for terminally ill patients) and the Collingwood Arts Center.
"In order for institutions to
survive, they need our support,"

INSIDE
NEWS

E

said Matthew Donovan from the
Music Archives. "The people at
David's House are doing a good
job for the terminally ill."
A variety of live music will be
performed including jazz, blues,
alternative and folk by the area's
most important musicians and
performing groups, according to
Donovan.
"The event is very important,"
Donovan said. "We hope individuals will take the opportunity to
come see the performers and the
art."
Tickets are available at Boogie
Records, B-Bop Records, the
Lobby in Toledo and Madhatter
Records in Bowling Green.
The Collingwood Art Center is
one of Toledo's distinct cultural
centers. The complex dates back

Toledo mayor Carty
Flnkbelner will be coming
to the University on March
25 as the first speaker for
the spring "Breakfast in
BG" series. The breakfast
will take place at 7:30 am
in the Mileti Alumni Center
on Alumni Drive.
••Page 4.

to 1872 when Christian Gerber, a
local merchant, hired an architect to construct a mansion in his
name, The Gerber House, Donovan said. The rest of the complex
was completed in 1905.
The entire facility housed a
small liberal arts college known
as Mary Manse, which was in
operation from 1922 to 1975. The
complex was then converted into
an arts facility with the hard
work and labor of Pat Tansey in
1985. The Collingwood Arts
Center provides residential and
studio space to musicians, poets
and visual artists from the surrounding area, Donovan said.
The Panhellenic Council is hosting a trip for all students to view
the exhibit April 9, with a
lowered fee of $5.50.

Weekly columnists Sam
Melendez and Mike Cook
serve as spring break investigative reporters to let
their readers know the
scoop on what's happening.
Why? Because they're
journalists.
» Page 2.

APPholo/Ale««ndcr Ztmlianichcnko

A pro-communist hardliner holds up a picture of Vladimir Lenin,
founder of the former Soviet Union, during a protest rally near
the Kremlin Thursday.
by Julia Rubin
The Associated Press

MOSCOW -- Thousands of
Russians gathered at sunset
Thursday to dream of a new
dawn for their vanished empire.
Many of the 5,000 people
who assembled in the square
outside the Bolshoi Theater
wept as they recalled how exactly three years ago they and
their countrymen had voted in
a referendum to keep the Soviet Union together.
Less than 10 months later
Mikhail Gorbachev signed the
USSR out of existence and the
tribulations of entering a new
ideological world began.

Six CCHA teams - including BG - will vie for a
CCHA tournament championship and an automatic
berth in the NCAA playoffs
this weekend at the Joe
Louis Arena in Detroit.
»■ Page 5.

"For these past three years
not one step has been taken to
ensure the dignity of the people," said Pyotr Kosachyuk, a
69-year-old Red Army veteran
of World War II.
The rally, the largest in
months by opponents of President Boris Yeltsin's reforms,
was the latest sign that hardliners are regrouping in Moscow.
A day earlier, a group of
Communist, nationalist and
other opposition leaders - including former Vice President
Alexander Rutskoi - announced they were uniting
into a political movement to
"prevent the final collapse of
historic Russia."

Friday, rain in the morning. A chance of snow in the
afternoon. High in the mid
40s. Falling to 35 to 40 in the
afternoon. Southwest winds
10 to 15 mph becoming
northwest 10 to 20 mph.
Chance of precipitation is
80 percent.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
In light of Tonya Harding's recent admission of
guilt in conspiring to bludgeoning Nancy
"Bomb on Saturday Night Live " Kerrigan, E.A.R. to
the Ground swears to its readers this will be the last
thing said about Tonya:
"Liar. Liar. Your career is on fire."
■k-k-k

E.A.R. Command has a question they're dying to
have answered by SIC SIC: "Do you have anything
better to do than to harass The BG News?" If so, do
it
** *

E.A.R. would like to extend our deep appreciation
to the Women's Basketball Team for the myriad of
thrills they've given us throughout their season. All
of the Lady Falcons did an excellent job of kicking
some MAC butt and we are sure they will continue to
do so in the seasons to come.
We would also like to wish the graduating seniors
much success in their future endeavors and we'll
miss you.
*•*
There are some of us at E.A.R. to the Ground who
are fed up with those obnoxious students who insist
on rudely carrying on conversations with each other
during class.
We've got two words for you: Shut Up!
** *

O.K., maybe just one more anecdote about Tonya.
She was offered a job as a big-time wresder in
Japan before the Olympics but she turned it down
because she foresaw an illustrious and profitable career in endorsements.
Now she's got two things going for her: Jack and
Squat, and Jack just left town.
That offer to wrestle in Japan is probably looking
really appetizing right about now.
Hey, Tonya - just imagine the money you could
make off of the Pay-Per-View royalties.
The BG News Staff
photo editor
assistant photo editor
sports editor
assistant sports editor
assistant sports editor
Insider managing editor
special projects editor
assistant special projects editor
copy chief

Ross Wcilzncr
Nathan Wallace
Mark DcCham
Randy Seller
Mike Kazimorc
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news editor
city editor
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Green eggs and Sam and Mike
When things are happening, we
get the scoop and report them to
you. You sec, that's our job. We're journalists. Yes, we are.
So for this week's column, Sam
will serve as the spring break investigative reporter, while Mike
will be your St. Patrick's Day
correspondent...
Seeking a Pulitzer Prize and a
greater understanding of this
holiday called St. Patrick's Day,
Mike showed up yesterday at
Trotter'sat 6 a.m. for Green Eggs
and Ham. You do not like green
eggs and ham? Try them, try
them, Mike I am!
The celebration was quite tame
for about IS minutes, until
thelrish Club showed up, or at
least people who Mike assumed
were the Irish Club. Who else
could they have been? While they
were polishing off pitchers of
green beer, Mike was sipping
black coffee.
Now, not wanting to be shown
up by these people, Mike washed
his green eggs and ham and toast
and cinnamon roll down with a
mug o' green beer. Then Mike
finished his coffee.
His body confused and angry
by this startling new development, Mike wandered over to the
computer lab, where he almost
threw up on Cindy the Copy Editor. But the column did get done
on time.
To summarize, St. Patrick's
Day is kind of silly, but it serves
as a good kick-off event for
spring break, which we'll get to
after this completely unrelated
thought.
Unrelated Thought: Senator
Bob Dole was at the Union last
weekend. And yes, he successfully scared all of the cockroaches
out of the kitchen. Just thought
you'd like to know.
So Sam docs some "research."
Remember the old Saturday
Night Live skit where Eddie
Murphy dresses up like a white
guy for a day to see if he would
be treated differently? So he's on

Sam
Melendez

0

&:

Mike

Cook

Maybe we'll go [west] after Finals Week. But
that's another day, and another column idea.
But for now we'll remain content to hang out
in Bowling Green and eat green eggs and
sing along with the townies. Enjoy your
spring break.

a bus full of people and things
are pretty normal. But the second the last black guy gets off
the bus, everyone decides it's
now safe to break out the jazz
band and the cocktail waitresses
and the hors d'oeuvres.
You see, this happens in Bowling Green over spring break.
By the time the last students
are on 1-75, the townies retake
the town and indulge in consumptive acts they wouldn't even
dream of doing with us college
kids hanging around. The drinks
at Gamer's over spring break?
Absolutely free. The spring
break special at Godfrey's Family Restaurant is free food. Ben
Franklin's? They'll go so far as to
deliver free stuff to your home.
Furthermore, sources tell Sam,
who in turn tells Mike, that Townie Fest is kind of like the Tractor Pull, but with fewer tractors
and more sex and alcohol. (When

we refer to Townie Fest alcohol,
we mean mainly stuff like cheap
beer and well whisky. No wine
coolers. Definitely no Zima.
(Zima: Zomething Zhitty.)
Did we mention the parade?
And Mayor Wes Hoffman throwing his 3rd annual Rockin' Country Jamboree, starring Randy
Travis and Lyle Lovett? Yes. And
the unconfirmed word on the
street is super-cool townies and
local coffee bean dealers Kelly
Wicks and Laura Wicks of
Grounds for Thought fame will
serve as King and Queen of this
year's festival.

will be spending his break in
Bowling Green partying with the
townies and singin' Karaoke
(which will be the subject of an
upcoming column, maybe) while
Mike will be going to Pittsburgh
to visit friends, before returning
home to bond with the parents
(Are you, ever going to graduate?
When are you going to get a job?
Are you engaged yet?). Overall, it
should be a decent break.
(We've just about run out of
gas. But we've got our now
beardless Opinion Editor
screaming over our shoulder,
"Give me more! More! I need 30
inches!" So, gosh, we guess we'll
add this new part, enjoy...)
Overall, it should be a decent
break. But it probably won't top
our original plan. We wanted to
go West. No destination - we
were planning on just driving in
the general direction of Denver
for a few days, then coming back
eventually.
We'll admit it, as much as the
editors of the Insider want to be
Hunter S. Thompson, deep down
inside Sam and Mike even more
want to be Ncal Cassady and Jack
Kerouac.We've read On the Road
way too many times.
We need to drive real fast and
have deep and pointless lifealtering adventures. We'd find
other people, maybe we'd even
find ourselves. We gotta get on
the road, because, as Jack would
have said, the road is life.

Maybe we'll go after Finals
Week. But that's another day, and
another column idea But for now
we'll remain content to hang out
Three words: Don't leave town. in Bowling Green and eat green
And when in town, do as the eggs and sing along with the towtownies do. Leam the lingo. How nies. Enjoy your spring break.
'bout them Bobcats... Hey, did
you pick up the Sentinel? Crash
Sam Melendez and Mike Cook
the party, enjoy the fun. Hey, we are weekly columnists for The BG
just want to get along.
News. E-mail them right now:
So Sam the Student Teacher smelend@andy.bgsu.edu

Do you believe SIC SIC serves any useful purpose at this University?

204 West Hall
Bowling Green Siaic University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
bgncws@andy.bgsu.edu
Copyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in
this publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the
summer.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily tliose of the studen
body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in
columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG
News. Letters intended for publication must be between 200-300
words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone number and
University affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.

Other than waste paper, paint
and ACGFA money, no, I don't
see any purpose.
Jeff Bequeath
Sophomore
Telecommunications

Yeah, 1 think they do. They
lighten the mood at this campus
and provide spirit at the football
games.
Wendy Mowery
Freshman
Secondary Education

I guess some people read their
I think they do Just because
they bring some spirit and rec- comment signs.
ognition to important events at
the University.
Rachelle Divitto
Elementary Education
Junior

Rich St. Bernard
Elementary Education
Freshman
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Not on your time
HICKSV1LLE ~ Village leaders
will allow a Ku Kiux Klan-related
parade in their community, but
not when the Klan wants it.
Council members in this
northwest Ohio village voted
Wednesday to allow the parade to
take place between 1:30 and 2
p.m. March 24 on a route less
than two blocks long, beginning
at the village hall.
Jeffery Berry of Newville,
Ind., had requested that the
march begin at 8:30 p.m. Saturday at Hicksville High School and
continue through downtown.
"If he wants the date we give
him, fine," Mayor George Cherry
said. "If he doesn't, then forget
It."
The council picked a Thursday
aft ;rnoon because many downtow n businesses close at that
time.

Come on in

Toledo clothing ban
removed

ty has removed a ban on customers wearing what appear to
be gang colors at downtown bus
stations, the agency's general
manager said Thursday.
"No Colors" signs were posted
at bus stations last week in response to complaints from transit
workers that teen-agers wearing •
"colors" were intimidating customers, said Richard Ruddell,
president of the Toledo Area Re,
gional Transit Authority.
Colors is clothing gang members wear, such as colored bandanas or jackets with logos of
certain professional sports
teams.
The employees thought the
signs would help prevent gang
violence.
But Ruddell said he removed
the signs after talking with
leaders of local civil rights
groups. They complained the policy would unfairly target teenagers.
Compiled from wire reports.

TOLEDO -- The transit authori-

'

AP PkMo/Moaty A. Davll

Emergency personnel help push a car out of the basement window
of a former church after three teenagers careened Into the building Wednesday in Hutcbinson, Kan. The driver was driving at ex

TASK FORCE

ACROSS
THE NATION

Continued from page 1.

fairs is now reviewing the proposal.
"Currently there are many
places a student can go to receive
help," said Jacque Daley, director of the Prevention Center. "We
want to set up one place where
students can go directly."
The task force originated in
1989 after staff saw the need to
address the sexual offenses
which were taking place.
"Our latest thing is to develop
policies and procedures about
responding to sexual offenses,"
Daley said. "We want to be able
to respond as effectively as possible to students' needs."
The proposal specifically
wants to set up an operation
where current resources and information are available. "Our
hope for next year is to get a doctoral candidate through Higher
Education Student Affairs to coordinate the project," Daley said.
"However, in the future we do
hope to have staff there."
One place that students often
go to seek counseling after they
have been sexually assaulted is
The Link, 31S Thurstin Ave. Representatives of the crisis intervention center are also involved
with the task force.

APPEALS
Continued from page 1.

CFA gave money to other organizations, WBGU-FM and WFAL,
which also give internship credit.
"We want a fair, equitable solution to the problem," said Bob
Jones, executive producer of BG
24 News. "As long as we get a
reasonable amount, we'll be satisfied."
AIAS appealed because they
believe they serve a large number of students and community
members, and were unfairly
judged to be an organization
strictly for architecture students.
"We hope the University understands that our intent is not
just to educate people about
architecture," Shufeldt said. "We
want to reach all kinds of students and people in the community."
The appeal process will last until the middle of April.

cesslve speeds and was unable to negotiate a left hand turn. None
of the car's Inhabitants were Injured.

Goat removal irks students

gressman suggests there should
be a right to arm bears.
Rep. Arthur Ravenel, R-S.C,
offered that idea Wednesday in
expressing his outrage with a bill
that would, for the first time in 22
years, allow American hunters to
return home with the hides of
Drug shootout leaves
polar bears they bagged in Canada.
two dead
"It is morally wrong... to allow
PHILADELPHIA - A shootout
today between drug suspects and wealthy Americans to go to those
frozen
areas of Canada to kill for
federal agents in a crimesport one of the most magnificent
infested neighborhood left two
animals that walks the earth,"
suspects dead and two agents
said Ravenel, one of the leading
wounded.
Republican conservationists in
The confrontation occurred at
an intersection as four agents and Congress.
"It is a shame polar bears can't
a police officer followed four
drug suspects in a car, according hunt, so we could have a reto Bob Reutter, agent in charge of ciprocal agreement to have them
come to America and shoot at
the FBI's Philadelphia office.
wealthy Americans just for
When their car stopped, the
sport," he said.
suspects opened fire and the
Despite Ravenel's opposition,
agents fired back, Reutter said.
the House Merchant Marine and
Witnesses in the north Philadelphia neighborhood reported hear- Fisheries Committee voted 30-13
to include the language in the
ing 20 to 25 shots.
Marine Mammal Protection Act
Reutter declined to provide
more details other than to say the and overturn a 1972 prohibition
on importing polar bear trophies.
agents were participating in a
federal-local investigation dubCompiled from staff and wire
bed the Violent Traffickers
reports.
Project.
As it turned out, city attorney
Vernon Rochelle could find no
ordinance prohibiting the pupils
from having a goat. Sweetie Pie
returned to school on March 9.

KINSTON, N.C. -- Secondgraders at Northwest Elementary School didn't take it lying
down when animal control officers took away their Sweetie Pie,
a pet goat they bought with $105
raised at a bake sale.
They took on City Hall and got
the goat back in three weeks.
"The goat was almost like part
of our ciass," said second-grader
Ryan O'Neal, 8. "When they took
him away, it was like they took
away part of our class."
Sweetie Pie spent most of the
school year living in a shrubby
patio surrounded by the school's
cafeteria, library and entrance
foyer, Principal Leroy Pittman
said Wednesday.
But an adult complained, and
animal control officers said the
goat had to go. So after Sweetie
Pie was taken to a farm, Cheryl
Paylor's class took action.
All 23 second-graders signed a
petition for the goat's return.
Ryan and 8-year-old classmate
Kayla Dove were selected to
speak at a City Council meeting
March 7.
"It was democracy at its best,"
In defense of polar
said council member Wayne Malone. "I told the other members of bears
the council that I'd be darned if
WASHINGTON - Congress
I'd vote against apple pie or those often debates the right to bear
kids."
arms but it's not often a con-

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
•841 Eighth St.
•733Manville
•755Manville
•777 Manville

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

•313 N. Main St.
•615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

Top Singles

Top Albums

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
albums as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission.
1. Superunknown,
Soundgarden (A&M)
2. The Downward
Spiral, Nine Inch Nails
(Nothing-TVInterscope)
3. The Sign, Ace of Base
(Arista) Platinum.
4.12 Play,*. Kelly
(Jive) Platinum.
5. Toni Braxton, Toni
Braxton (Laface)
Platinum.
6. Music Box, Marian
Carey (Columbia)
Platinum.
7. August & Everything
After, Counting Crows
(Geffen) Platinum.
8. The Colour of My
Love," Celine Dion
(Music) Platinum.
9. Doggy Style, Snoop
Doggy Dogg (Death
Row-Interscope)
Platinum.
10. The Cross of
Changes, Enigma.

1. The Sign, Ace of Base
(Arista)
2. Bump N* Grind, R.
Kelly (Jive)
3. Without You-Never
Forget You, Marian
Carey (Columbia)
4. The Power of Love,
Celine Dion (Music)
5. Whatta Man, Salt-NPepa featuring En
Vogue (Next PlateauLondon)
6. So Much In Love, A11 4-One (Blitzz)
7. Now and Forever,
Richard Marx (Capitol)
8. Gin and Juice, Snoop
Doggy Dogg (Death
Row)
9. Cantaloop, US3 (Blue
Note)
10 Breathe Again, Toni
Braxton (Laface)

KAPPA DELTA JAIL -N- BAIL KAPPA DELTA JAIL -N- BAIL

Kappa Delta Sorority sends out
Many thanks to our
•fail -n- Bail sponsors:
Papa John'»
Subway
Pisanello's
Debenedetto's
McDonald's
fills and Packages
The Tanning Center
Video Spectrum
T.O.'s Campus Corner
Collegiate Connection

KAPPA DELTA JAIL -N- BAIL KAPPA DELTA JAIL -N- BAIL

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260

CALL US TODAY
352-9302

113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

a
I

| "It shouldn't hurt to be a child..." j

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 10 to 2

2

e
W
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Agriculture gets holiday

Photo buffs can
*shoot' to win

Ohio farm bureaus sponsor educational events

ky/MmwLMM
News contributing writer

byTaraSlubbs
News staff writer

Students and residents with m interest in photography can
■how off their talent* to the community In a photography contest
sponsored by the Wood County Historical Society and the Photographers of Northwestern Ohio.
Participants may enter no more than three photographs per
category in the Amateur Photography Contest The categories
all pertain to the local community, according to Sandra Fbuty,
director of the Wood County Historical Society.
The categories Include Wood County People, Wood County
Places, Wood County Events and the Wood County Museum. All
prints must have been produced in the last year, be 5 x 7,8 x 10
or larger, and mounted on any coloring mounting board or matted, she said.
"1 think this is a great opportunity for people to put their photographs on display for others to view," Fbuty said.
There will be two contests - one for people IS and younger
and one for those older than IS.
Entries will be Judged by three members of the Professional
Photographers of Northwestern Ohio. Ribbons will be awarded
for first, second and third places as well as honorable mention.
Forty said.
The first place winner in each category in both age divisions
will win $25. A grand prize of $50 for the overall best of show
photographs in each class will also be awarded.
All contest entries will be Intermixed with the Wood County
Historical Society Museum's collection of exhibits and be on
display at the museum.
The opening for this exhibit will be April 10 from 1 p.m to 4
p.m. at the museum. The awards for the contest will be announced at that time.
The contest entries will be on display at the museum until
June 15.
"People will get a lot of exposure from this contest and get to
meet two professional photographers," Fouty said.
People who are Interested in participating must submit their
work by mail, appointment or by bringing it in to the museum
March 25 from 1 p.m. to4 p.m., March 26 from 10am. to 2 p.m
or March 28 from 9:30 am. to 4:30 p.m.
All participants must include their name, address and phone
number on the back of their entries.
Entries and awards may be picked up June 16 or June 17 between 9-30 am. and 4JO p.m.
Any entries not picked up by July 16 will be discarded if other
arrangements are not made with the director.

II \VK!\ HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. WOOSTER Model open
lorge two bedroom furnished oportments
ovoiloble with:
-Walk in closets
-Built in bookcases
-Next to compus

-Laundry facilities
located in building
-Membership offered
for the health spa

Hurry - They're going fast!
(office in Cherruwood Heolthspa)

Preferred Properties
352-9378

8th and High Sts.

You Can Be Amused This Summer
Or You Can Afford
Amusement All Year Long.
If you're looking for a great paying job that doesn't end when the
summer does..take a tip from us. Red Lobster offers flexible,
summer schedules for individuals looking for part or full-time
employment in Sanduaky. When the summer ends, your job
doesn't have to end with Red Lobster. You have an opportunity to
transfer to our local Red Lobster in Toledo or Maumee. We have
opportunities for:
$ WArTERS/WAITRESSES
$ HOSTS/HOSTESSES

$ LINE COOKS

farm of Dave and Shirley Herring in Harpster, Ohio (Wyandot
County). The Herrings are the
state winners of Ohio's Outstanding Century Farm award program. They have maintained a
farm in the family for 140 years
"We want to show the great
diversity and strength of Ohio's
agricultural industry in Ohio
from farm to table," said Fred
Dailey, director of the Ohio De-

Events are planned throughout
the state to honor today as Ohio
Agricultural Day.
Gov. George
Voinovich designated the
holiday to emphasize the importance of
agriculture in
Ohio and promote the agricultural industry. The
date coincides
Voinovich
with National Agriculture Week,
which runs from March 14-20.
Agriculture contributes more
than $40 billion to the state economy. More than IS percent of
Ohio's workforce is employed in
state Sen. Betty Montgomery
the industry which is the state's
No.l industry.
Highlights of Agriculture Day
include a news conference with partment of Agriculture. "We are dustry is so successful," said
Voinovich, the annual cow milk- very excited that Gov. Voinovich state Sen. Betty Montgomery,
ing contest on the Statehouse will be taking part in an 'Ag Tour' R-Perrysburg. "We are lucky to
lawn, animal and commodity dis- around the state to help educate have such an outstanding array
plays, free soybean soup samples more Ohioans about the impor- of agricultural products, includand demonstrations of alterna- tant contributions made by agri- ing dairy products, meats, fruits,
tive fuel vehicles.
vegetables and wines produced
culture and agribusiness."
"This is a great educational right here in our state and we are
The governor will also tour the

"We are lucky to have such an outstanding
array of agricultural products, including
dairy products, meats, fruits, vegetables and
wine produced right here in our state and we
are lucky for the economic growth the
industry has yielded for our state."

S FOOD PRODUCTION
S ALLEY COORDINATORS
So, if you have spending needs that last beyond the summer, join
the team at Red Lobster, and make your good times count. Apply In
person Monday-Saturday from 2pm-4pm at one of the following
locations:
Red Lobster
4106 Milan Road
Sandusky
(4191625-1122

Red Lobster
1422 Reynolds Road
Maumee

(419) 893-9494

Red Lobster.
Wa are an equal opportunity employs'.

lucky for the economic growth
the Industry has yielded for our
state.
Montgomery said Ohio is
known nationally for the outstanding quality and volume of
agricultural products it produces.
According to the Ohio Farm
Bureau Federation, Ohio farmers
rank in the top five states
nationally in production of tomatoes, cucumbers, eggs, slaughter
calves, swiss cheese, ice cream,
sherbet, mushrooms and hog and
sheep operations.
Ohio also ranks in the top 10
for producing corn for grain and
silage, oats, winter wheat,
soybeans, tobacco, sweet corn,
celery, grapes, strawberries,
chicken, ice milk and cattle operations.
The Ohio Agriculture Day food
sampling and exhibits have become a tradition with about 1,000
customers attending each year.
This is the first year for Ohio
Proud partners to display their
products.
Agriculture Day events will
also showcase Ohio-grown foods
that are part of the Ohio Proud
marketing campaign.

Toledo State offers internships
mayor Interns experience state government up close
to praise
region
by Richard Leva
News staff writer

by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer

Toledo mayor Carty Finkbeiner will be coming to the University on March 25 as the first
speaker for the spring "Breakfast in BG" series.
The breakfast will take place at
7:30 a.m. in the Mileti Alumni
Center on Alumni Drive. Finkbeiner's speech topic is "Northwest Ohio: A Region of Which
We Can All Be Proud."
Marcia Latta, director of community relations and development, said she believes Finkbeiner is a good choice for the
first spring "Breakfast in BG"
event.
"Finkbeiner is the first strong
mayor of Toledo in 50 years,"
Latta said. "Toledo is by far the
largest city in northwest Ohio.
He's also been very involved in
economic development and inner-city revitalization issues.
"His views and opinions have a
definite interest here in the city
of Bowling Green," she added.
The cost of the breakfast is
$4.50.
People wishing to make reservations can call the Alumni
Center at 372-2424. The next
"Breakfast in BG" will occur on
April 29 with Dr. Roger Bone.

Applications are being accepted for a prestigious internship available to graduates
wanting an
up-close look
at how state
government
works.
The Ohio
Legislative
Service
Commission,
the research
staffing
agency for
the Ohio General Assembly,
will select 22 interns for the
program, considered one of the
best internships in the country
for preparing graduates for a
career in government.
According to Laura Boster,
assistant intern coordinator for
the OLSC, applicants are not
required to have any experience in government or politics
to be hired.
"We're not looking for any
specific majors," Boster said.
"The skills that we are more
concerned with are good oral
and written communication
skills. In fact, this year we
have an education major and a
theatre and dance major."
One of the interns, Steve
Seasly, who graduated from
the University last year with a
degree in journalism and a

minor in political science, now
works for the House Democratic Caucus. He said there is
no substitute for hands-on
training such as this internship
offers.
"It opens my eyes to how the
system is structurally formatted and once you learn the
system, you're ahead of a lot of
other people," Seasly said. "It's
just a great educational experience."
The internship begins on
Dec. 1 and ends on Dec. 31 of
the following year, pays
$19,200 and allows interns eligibility for state employee
benefits.
Interns will be involved in
answering mail from constituents, writing press releases, attending committee meetings
and performing other nonclerical administrative work.
Seasly said he is now primarily focused into researching
legislation for Ohio health-care
reform.
"I am just observing how
those bills are going through
the committees and the House
of Representatives and how the
House turns them over to the
Senate," Seasly said. "Right
now it's a lot of research of
what other states are doing and
what some of the future possibilities include."
Boster said many graduates
of the program, including Ohio
Republican Congressman John

Kasich, have gone on to work
for the government in some
capacity.
"There's no guarantee of a
job after the internship is over,

"There's no
guarantee of a job
after the internship
is over but the
majority of our
interns do go on to
jobs, either
government-related
or public
services-related."
Laura Boster, OLSC
assistant intern
coordinator
but the majority of our interns
do go on to jobs, either
government-related or public
services-related," Boster said.
Seasly said the program allows the college graduates to
make their own choices concerning their future.
"When you get out of college,
you're in a transition period
and this gives you 13 months to
learn and observe and to see
what you want to do," Seasly
said.

Campus Interviews
BLACK STI IIIv.VI UNION
Election Applications are currently
available at the Multicultural
Activities and Programs office In the
Union, and at tlic Multicultural
Affairs Office In the- Student
Services Iluildlng.

S DISHWASHERS

f BARTENDERS

opportunity," said Kristy Van
Koughnet, media relations for
the Ohio Senate.
The events and displays will
take place on the Statehouse lawn
and in the Vern Riffe Center in
Columbus. Many farm bureaus
will be sponsoring local events
around the state.
"On Agriculture Day, and
every day, we as Ohioans are fortunate that Ohio's agricutural in-

Applications are due on
March 31st.
Positions Available are:
President, Vice-President Secretary,
Treasurer, and External Affairs
(IWi Rep).
BSITlsYou! Without IT It's Just B.S.

March 30, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5*1 is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 30, 1994 in the
Career Center.
If you arc unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

jJOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIFC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Falcons seeking playoffglory
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Falcon players celebrate their 1988 CCHA Championship victory
over Michigan State. BG faces Michigan State In the quarterfinals

tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Joe Louis Arena In Detroit.

NCAA path runs through CCHA
by John Boyle
News sports writer
And then there were six.
Six CCHA teams - Michigan,
l.;iki- Superior, Western Michigan, Miami, Michigan State and
BG -- will vie for a CCHA tournament championship and an automatic berth in the NCAA
playoffs this weekend at the Joe
Louis Arena in Detroit.
The two top seeds, Michigan
and I<SSU, have byes into the semifinal round and will await the
winners of the two quarterfinal
matchups. Whether they win the
tourney or not, the Wolverines
and Lakers are expected to
receive at-large bids to the
NCAA tourney.
The other four squads, including BG, have only one choice.
"Right now it's clear to us that
we have to win the tournament,"
head coach Jerry York said.
"That's our only path to get to the
NCAAs."
The Falcons (19-16-2) battle
long-time tournament nemesis
MSU (22-11-5) tonight for the

right to meet LSSU on Saturday.
Regular-season champion Michigan plays the winner of the
WMU/Miami game. The championship game is Sunday at 2 p.m.
BG is 0-2-1 against the Spartans this season and 1-3 all-time
in the CCHA playoffs. All three
of the playoff losses were by one
goal and two contests went to
overtime.
"Despite our win-loss record
with them during the year we're
certainly on the same level as the
Spartans," York said.
York labeled strong goaltending from Bob Petrie and limiting
MSU's offensive chances as the
keys to tonight's game.
Three MSU forwards - Anson
Carter, Rem Murray and Steve
Guolla - figure to affect those
two keys.
Carter, an All-CCHA first team
selection, had five goals in MSU's
2-1 series win over IllinoisChicago last weekend. Carter is
seventh in overall league scoring
with 29 goals and 22 assists for 51
points.
Guolla and Murray are third

and sixth respectively in leaguewide scoring. Guolla, a second
team All-CCHA selection, has
notched 63 points (19-44) and
Murray has amassed 52 points
(16-36) this season.
"They are three of the premier
forwards in our conference,"
York said.
MSU's defense is led by goaltender Mike Buzak. Buzak, an
All-CCHA second team honoree,
has posted a 2.67 goals against
average and a save percentage of
.905 while compiling a 20-10-5 record this season.
The Falcons counter with
CCHA All-Rookie Team goaltender Bob Petrie. Petrie ignited BG
to a 2-0 series sweep over Ferris
State by stopping 50 of 52 Bulldog shots. As a result, he garnered CCHA "Defensive Player
of the Week" honors.
Offensively, BG will counter
with its three tri-captains Brian
Holzinger, Sean Pronger and Jeff
Wells.
Holzinger scored the tying and
game-winning goals against FSU
last Saturday. He is currently the

Joe Louis Arena, March 18-20

Best 2 of 3 at Campus Sites

#1 Michigan

#1 Michigan 2-0
#12 Kent State
#2 Lake Superior 2-0
#11 Ohio State
#3 Michigan State 2-1
#10 Illinois Chicago
#4 Western Michigan 2-0
#9 Notre Dame
#5 Miami 2-1
#8 Alaska Fairbanks
#6 Bowling Green 2-0
#7 Ferris State

Fri.4p.m.\

its Miami
Quarterfinals

Semifinals

•fMSU...
Fri. 7:30 p.m. I
#6BG
! Sat.5p.m.

Championship
Sun. 5 p.m.

#2 LSSU

Throw out history
It's hard to believe the Falcons
and the Spartans have met only
five times at Joe Louis Arena.
With all the dramatic moments
and fierce playoff action, one
would have imagined that every
championship has been played
between the two teams.
The Falcons and Spartans meet
again for a sixth time Friday
night at 7:30 in quarterfinal action.
In the five meetings, four
CCHA championships were decided between the teams, two in
final and two in semifinal meetings. The other was a Great
Lakes Invitational win by the
Spartans in 1984.
"We face a formidable opponent in Michigan State and historically we've had some outstanding games in this building,"
head coach Jerry York said. "I
guess I'm dating Ron Mason and
myself by talking about them,
but our team looks forward to the
Michigan State series."
One of the biggest moments
between the two teams was the
penalty shot by BG Ail-American
Brian Hills being stopped by AilAmerican goaltender Ron Scott
at 4:35 of the overtime period

with a 3-3 score. After stopping
the shot, the Spartans rebounded
for a 4-3 victory.
"Our teams still remember
that," Spartan head coach Ron
Mason said. "That was the beginning of the Michigan State
hockey program. We gained a lot
of momentum at that and went on
to have great success."
I BH/MSII records nt .TLA

I
J
I
•

•MSU 4-3 OT (1983
CCHA Final)
•MSU 4-3 OT (1987
CCHA Final)
»BG 6-4 (1988 CCHA
Semifinal)
*MSU 3-2 (1989 CCHA
Semifinals)

After identical 4-3 overtime
losses to the Spartans In the 1983
and 1987 championship games,
BG gained revenge on Michigan
State by winning 6-4 in the semifinals. BG went on to win the
championship game and their
fifth and most recent CCHA
championship.
"I just said to Jerry that we

have had some unbelievable
games here and we're looking
forward to having another great
game Friday evening to keep the
rivalry going," Mason said.
When they play Friday night,
throw all the history out the
window, scrap all the records and
prepare for an intense game.
Both coaches agree that history
will not matter in this matchup.
"Every year is a new year and
the history Is not going to mean a
lot, except to the fans that remember some of the great games
that we've played," Mason said.
"It's going to provide a lot of excitement in the building."
The season series will not matter much either. Michigan State
won the season series 2-0-1, with
only one game ending in an 8-1
blowout.
One can look at all the history
and statistics to decide who is going to win, but it wont help.
Whichever team is hungrier to
face Lake Superior State Saturday in the semifinals will win and
write another chapter in the storied history between the Falcons
and the Spartans.
Randy Setter is an assistant
sports editor.

Falcons' second leading scorer
with 36 points (21-15).
"He's ready for a big CCHA
tournament," York said.
Pronger leads the team in
playoff scoring with 3 points
(1-2) and is BG's third leading
scorer overall.
Wells, an All-CCHA first team
selection, leads the Falcons in
scoring with 37 points (8-29). The
Ail-American candidate is also
ranked among the top five scoring defensemen in the nation.
Perhaps the biggest key for
BG, however, is its health Sophomore winger Jeff Herman practiced on Monday and may see action on a fourth line, York said.
Herman has missed seven games
due to a strained medial collateral ligament in his knee.

Forget NCAA,
watch CCHA
It's March madness time again
and the country has dropped
what it was doing and has buried
its collective self into the endless
black hole of time and effort that
is what I refer to as bracketmania.
Bracket-mania is the byproduct of what most people consider the greatest sporting tournament of all-time: the NCAA
men's basketball tournament.
But is It?
The answer is no (although it's
a close second) because the
coolest sports tournament in the
world is none other than the Central Collegiate Hockey Association tourney - hands down.
Judging by the crowds at the
Ice Arena last week, not many of
you are aware of this. So, it is my
job to enlighten you. Here goes.
First of all, the CCHA tourney
is better because, unlike the
NCAA tourney, a Bowling Green
team actually gets to play in it.
And if that isn't enough, they
usually advance once they do
play. For those of you playing
along at home, the BG icers
swept Ferris State in two games
in the opening round. Not many
of the 1450 who attended Saturday's overtime thriller walked
away disappointed.
Reason number two why the
CCHA playoffs are better than
the NCAAs: re-seeding.
It's impossible to fill out a
CCHA bracket sheet because no
one really knows who the hell
they're going to play next anyway. After the first round, the
teams are re-seeded so that the
best two teams remaining get a
bye while the other four battle it
out.
You've got to love a tournament that actually rewards a
team for doing well in the regular
season (right BYU?).

Reason number three why the
CCHA playoffs are better than
the NCAAs: teams can choose
who they want to play.
The top five teams in the
CCHA's first playoff seeding can
choose to play the team they
would play under mrmal seeding, or choose to play affiliate
member Alaska-Fairbanks.
Can you see this happening in
the NCAAs?
"Okay, Purdue. You have the
option of playing powerhouse
Central Florida or slumping
Michigan. Tough choice - what's
it going to be?"
Sorry, just wouldn't work. All
the possibilities would make the
bracket sheet a novel which
would be too cumbersome to
score as you're balancing an open
beer in one hand and a pen in the
other on the way down to Florida.
Reason number four why the
CCHA playoffs are better than
the NCAAs: The Joe.
Joe Louis Arena is the CCHA
playoffs. One building, three
days, six teams and a ton of tradition. The championship is always at The Joe. On the other
hand, hoops teams on their way
to the final four have to make
more pitstops than a bus full of
drunks on their way to Panama
City. Two days here, two days
there.
Utahto-L.A.-to-Charlotte...lt's more
tiring for the players than the
games are.
The teams' fans have to take
out a loan to follow their schools
to the championship game.
Don't get me wrong, I love the
NCAA toumey. I'll be listening to
it on my car radio on the way to
The Joe.
Brian Mart is a sports writer
for The News.

Two essential
ingredients
for a perfect
date:
A date and this.

It's everyvvhere
you want to be.
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling Green State University
Career Planning and Placement Services
Campus Recruitment Calendar
For ihe wssks of:
April 11 and Apnl 18, 1904

Scheduling On-Campus Interview Appointment*: Interview signups for the recruiting period Apnl • i • April 21 will begin with Advanced Interviewers on Monday. March 28.,
1994 at 5 p.m. and continue through Tuesday
at 4 p.m. Proniy Interviewers may access Vie
sign-up system from 5pm Tuesday through 4
p.m. Wednesday AH registered students may
sign-up beginning at 5 p m Wednesday

Instructions for accessing
Ths Integrated Placement Sign-up System
(You must bs registered with
Resume Eipert Plus)

i DM 372 9699
(You wil hear)
2 If you wish to schedule an appointment with
a visiting employer, press the 1 key. If you'd
like to hear Placement News, press ths 2 key
Press the 3 key to see if you have been preselected by an employer Press the 4 key to
access the Alumni VIP Service Press [he 5
key to hear your confirmed appointments
Press the star (*) key to quit
3 Press i to schedule an interview or Press 3
to see if you have Qew\ pre sweeted by an employer.
4 Enter your Identification Number
5 Enter the position code for the employer
you'd like to interview (this number >s indicated
on the Campus flecruiong Calendar, to the left
of the position title)
If you have entered a valid number the system
will say:
You have selected (name of organization), if
this is correct press the pound (*) key to continue or the star (*) key to cftoose another or
ganizaoon.
The system will now verify that you meet
thersquiremsnls. as specified by the employer if you meet the requirements, then you
can proceed Otherwise, the system win tell
youwny you are unable to sign-up with the employer
6 Press the 1 key tor a morning interview.
press ths 2 key for an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key for the next available time
(Press either 1.2 or 3)
If you have selected a time, then you many
press the pound (fl) key to accept the time, or
press the star (') key to refect
If you have pressed the pound (f) key, the
system will say "An interview has been reser
ved for you at (time) " Press the star (*) key to
schedule another or the pound (•) key to return
to start

Please note If you are unable to sign-up for an
interview, you will be asked whether you wish
to add your name to the waiting list You must
ateo submit a Placement Data Sheet for
•ach waiting list
We advise strongly that you listen to Placement News to keep informed ol changes or additions to interview sohedules, or other Career
Planning and Placement Services programs

Cancellation of Interview Appointment*
Cancellation of an interview must be reportBd
m person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than 5 p.m one week (7
full days) before the interview day Compleie a
cancellation card in the Sign-up Room of Ca
reer Planning and Placement Services DO
MOT cross your name off of an interview
schedule Cancellations after this time will be
considered a no show You are encouraged to
consider carefully employers before signing up
for interviews
No Show Policy Failure to appear for a
scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation policy will result in immediate suspension
of your sign-up pnvileges for the next recruiting
penod If you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology to the employer for missing [he interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stam
pad envelope, and meet with the Manager of
On-Campus Recruiting before scheduling any
additional interviews Any student who "noshows" twice will be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder o' the academe year
Notice of Citizenship Requirements It an
employer is willing to interview international
students, it will be noted in the position descnp
Don
Spotlight Presentations Spotlight presen
taions offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and orgamzational philosophy AH students schedul
mg interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights Please carefully
note dates, times, and locations of Spotiignt
presentations, as they may vary For evening
Spotlight presentations held in the Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
the Student Sen/ices Building using the second
floor, patio entrance Please consult the calen
dar for appropriate dates, times and locations
Additional Placement Service* There are
important services available to you at the Career Planning and Placement Services Please
note that not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas m the workj of work Don't become discouraged if you' career field is not requested
To assist you in conducting an assercve job
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling, credential services, -ob search workshops, professional development seminars.
career (airs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies in ALL fields
Registered students are directly referred to
employers in their desired career fields Insure
your access to these services by registering
with the Career Planning and Placement Services in your final year at Bowling Green State
University
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.

[CENTFR FOR CHQ'CF II
Confidential Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800 589-6005

Monday, April 11
American Analytical Laboratories. Inc
American Express Travel Related Services
Company. Inc
Eagle America Corporation
Tuesday, April 12
Hills Department Stores
New York Life
Penncorp Financial Group
Wednesday, April 13
Allied Signal (Aerospace Sector)
Baby Superstore
Foot Locker
Thursday. April 14
EkJer-Beorman
Lechters
Friday, April 15
Agility. Inc
Monday, April 18
Roadway Logistics Systems

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFIDENTIAL preg
nancy tests, support & information BG Pregnancy Center Call 354 HOPE
Royal Cleaning for your home cleaning
needs Thorough, reliable, expcienced and m
sured Estimates given 353-2008
Word Processing - Term Papers. Thesis, Resumes. Dissertations on Laser Printer Call
352-6705 (9 to 9)

PERSONALS

Eft aporlment, 215 E. Poe Rd., skirls

Tuesday, April 19
Associated Roofers. Inc
Wednesday, April 30
The Amencan Tounsier Factory Outtei Store

af$210/mo. includes all utiIs.
Thursday, April 21
Sycamore Community School District

Management Inc.

CAMPUS EVENTS

• SUMMER JOB!!*
Students who are FLUENT in Spanish wiih an
interest in the social services needed to work in
Fremont (30 mm from BG)
Excellent Pay - Summer 94
2-2451 details

BG PRO • BG PRO • BG PRO ■
Attention all members
II you want to be active in the
conference, you must attend''

neighborhood. Short walk to
Downfown area, starts al $265/mo.

flE
Management Inc

Gel your picture m the Day by-Day*
We need pictures for next year's calendar'
Turn in your favonte photo 10 UAO at 330
Union by Apnl 1st at 5pm Call 2-2343 for details We need your photo for the Day by Dayl
WIN $1,000 IN POETRY CONTEST FOR
RULES. GUIDELINES
SEND SELFADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE TO
POETRY CONTEST: PO BOX 43S. WARSAW. IN 46581.

Leasing NOW for FALLLARGE 1 bedrm. apt. located al
215E. PoeRd, $300/mo.

,«lEfcCA
Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
Slop in our office located al 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete lilt of apt». we
rtove available

HAVE YOU CALLED
MOM * DAD LATELY?

\ * I

SPRING BREAK
HOURS

Founders, Kreischer, & Chfly's Express
open at 4:30PM
Galley open 6PM-12 midnight
Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Open 7.00PM-12 midnight

FRIDAY. MARCH 18.1994
Chily's Express & GT Express
open9AM-2PM

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
DATE Monday, Apnl 4
TIME.10 00AM 800PM
PLACE: Student Services Btdg -Forum

Camp Counselors and Activity Specialists
wanted lor Camp Courageous, a residential
summer camp fo* people with mental retarda
oon and developmental disabilities Contact
the camp director. Ons Stranahan So,. Suite
540. Toledo. OH 43604-1900 (419)242-4412
$750/wk Alaska rlshenes this summer Man
D me Services 1-208 860-0219

Gain valuable hands-on experience
in your field'
Workapprox 15 hours per week for
UmGraphics
BGSU'S design and desktop publishing
service bureau

Very Important that you attend

Two positions open for school year 94 95
Visit Student Employment
450 Student Services Bldg
for job requirements and details

BG PRO' BG PRO * BG PRO *

Michelle Gales.

Cashier applications now being accepted at a
serf-serve gasoline 8 convenience store Apply
in person between 9 am • 3pm at Barney's. 181
1/2 S. Mam St. Bowling Green

182 S Main-1 bdrm , new carpel.
Short term lease possible $330'mo
Call 352-2223

COUNSELORS TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP
Mains - Exciting FULL-FILLED summer
Openings: ALL COMPETITIVE TEAM
SPORTS. TENNIS. WSI 8 ALL WATER
SPORTS PLUS Camping a Hiking. Ice
Hockey. SCUBA, Archery. Ritlery. A8C. Mar
Tial Ans. etc. Top Salanes. Excellent FaoliMs.
Travel Allowance CALL OR WRITE Steve
Rubin. 1 -800-473-6104. CAMP COBBOSSEE.
lO&lvermmePr . South Samm. NY '0590

2 bedroom apartments
No more than 2 blocks from campus Available
spnng and fall D&G Rentals 287-3233

COUNSELORS-IN3TRUCTORS needed* 100
posltlonsl Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mis
PA. Good salary tips! (006) 689-3330.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2 000 plus/month on
Cruise Ships or L and-Tour companies
Summer a Full Tims smployment available
No experience necessary
For into, cell 1-208-634-0468 ext C6644
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to PO. Box 395.
Oathe. KS 66051
IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hours/Week, flexible schedule
$9 starting pay No experience necessary
Apply soon Call 259-1117.

•• ATTENTION GRAPHIC DESIGN MAJORS

There will be pizza.
conference signups.
and fun"

Van driver Provide transportation by van lor
adults with mental retardanorvdevelopmenal
disabilities B and from work Excellent driving
skills required Only those applicants with minimal to no driving violations need apply Musi
be msuraWe according to Boards Fleet Insurance Carrier HSGED required Salary $6 00
per hr Pi time, 25 hrs. wsskly with varied
schedule Applications available 8-4 30pm at
Wood Lane Maintenance/Transportation
Depi 11160 E Gypsy Lane Rd entrance F.
BGOH.EOE

1

Congrats on USG" I'm so proud of you"

SUCCESS IS IN SUNNY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA! THE SURVIVAL GUIOE lo making it
your future Where the JOBSare. roof. food.
phone, know-hows WE made it --U can loo'
For your copy of the SURVIVAL GUIDE, send
check or money order for $9.95 to I3S. One
World Trade Center. Suite 800, Long Beach.
C A 90831
XO" Ph. Tau' XO * Phi Tau ' XO
Thanks Chns & Jason lor the donuts A taking
us to a win)
Thanks again
Tracy. Mon.ca. Kann. A Shannon
XO ' Ph. Tau' XO ' Phi Tau ' XO

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING EARN BIG
$$$ 8 TRAVEL THE WORLD FREE' CARIB
BEAN, EUROPE. ETC
SUM
MER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
GUARANTEED SUCCESS' CALL (919)
929^398 EXT C78
Alaska fishenes summer employment Earn up
10 $15,000 this summer in cannenes. processors, etc
Male or female
Room/board/travel after provided' Guar
an wed Successi (919)929-4398 ext A78
Immediate need for a nanny in Perrysburg
Needed Mon.. Tues.. Wed . A Fn. 8:15 • 4:15
Non-smoker, need own transp . ret. req Call
872-0338
Immediate openings tor qualified construction.
Millwright's positions available: Foreman/labor Send resume to dept. 7972. P.O.
Box 600. Find lay OH 45839

WANTED
1 or 2 male roommates needed for Fall "94 •
F Spring "95 2 bdrm apartment- close to cam
pus. Call Christopher al 353-8719
2 female roommates needed tor summer. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths $87/mo AC. pool, shuttle
Call Rooyn ®3S3-6607.
2 Female Sublease rs
Needed For Summer
$i22.50/mo per person CaH 353 5826

Migrant Head Start
Rural Opportunities. Inc - Mgranl Head Stan
is currently accepting resumes lor seasonal
positions in Helena and Genoa lor health
aides/education coordinators
Bilmg
ual/migrant background preferred Please
specify the location you prefer and send resumes lo Rural Opportunities, Inc., 219 E.
Washington, Suite 100. Napoleon OH 43545
Deadi-ne March 30. 1994 EOf
National Park Summer Jobs
- Over 25.000 openings'
(including hotel staff, tour guides, etc )
Benefits A bonuses'
Apply now lor best posioons
Call 1 206 545-4804 ext N5544

2 roommates needed lor Fall 1994 - Spring
1996. 2 bedroom apartment • washer'dryer
available Call Niok @3S3 0363
2 subteaaers needed for summer
May 14-Aug. 13
University Courts l445Clough
$600'person nsg. 353-9017
3 female, non-smotomg roommates needed for
1994 school year $i35/mo including utilities
2 bedroom, 2 bath. AC. pool, shuttle Call
Ang»at3S4 8009
Female Roommate Wanted
$150 a month
plus utilities. Have own room, washer/dryer
available
Available immediately" Call
354-0037 5pm 11pm
Female roommate needed for August i994 •
p July 1995. Own room in 3 bedroom house
Call Dawn or Suzanne at 354 7905
FOR RENT: ONE OR TWO ROOMMATES
NEEDED Mf FOR MAY 1ST AND BEYOND.
CAN BE JUST FOR SUMMER 2 BLOCKS
FORM CAMPUS OWN ROOM AND IT IS A
HOUSE. RENT IS $185 ♦ UTH...BUT IS POSSBLYNEGOTIABLE CALL 35? 1939
PLEASE HELPH

Summer Sub Needed

FOR SALE
1980 DatsunSiOGX. 5 speed 80.000 original
mi Very dependable Asking $400/ negotia
ble Cal'352 8149
1985 Butck Skyhawk. Maroon. ? door very dependable Must sell $2,000 or best offer Call
Amy at 2-1725
1987 Honda Accord LXt, light blue, completely
loaded. AM/FM stereo cess., cruse, air. rear
de-fog. sun roof, custom wheels Everything
works 8 in excel) cond $6,000 OBO Call
352-2225.
4 PIECE BEDROOM SET
MINT $100 OR BvO

CALL 352-3746
Cobra 3 band radar detector w/wmdshield
mount. $120 12" color TV. excellent cond
$110 Tom 352 3929
Epson lie Computer inci all software Otmn
24 pin pnnter - brand new $550 complete
372-2660
FOR SALE Broyhii! dining room table 8 6
chairs 352 5845. after 4 pm
OARAGESALE
Formats, crafts, clothes, Kraco Stereo System,
guitar w/ strap 8 case, lots of rrwsc
Friday 5-9pm, Saturday 9-?, 8 Sunday 12-5
943 N. Prospect - FOLLOW THE SIGNS
Nissan Sentra '84 automatic, low mileage, m
good condition, ask tor $850 Ca" 354.2900

UPWARD BOUND
SUMMER PROGRAM
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITCS
June 26 • August 5
Ths Upward Bound Program is a p-e-coiiege.
preparatory program and offers an on-campus
summer enrichment program lor high school
students. Applicants should meet ai requirements listed below
RESIDENTIAL STAFF: Minimum sophomore
classification Should not be enrolled m classes
or other employment dunng Program Room,
board and salary
INSTRUCTORS Bachelor's degree required
in Mathematics. Enghth. Science. History or
Foreign Language Must be available during
the morning hours Monday-Thursday. Non'esidential, Salary based on qualifications
APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A
T RANSCH IP I (or copy of)
WITH APPLICATION
Appiicatons are available at 129 College Park
Office Building and ars due on March 31.1994

Peart Jam
1 Ticket tor sale tor the sold out Ann Arbor
show on the 20th. Make offer by noon Fnday
Call Todd at 353-4505
Pearl Jam
Two brand new speakers lor sale, as well as a
Murray mountain bike Best offer on both Call
Bob at 353-3413

228 S College FREE HEAT
i bdrm apts. Free heat, water a sewer VVa
sher/dryer on premises Pets o k Call New
love Rentals 352-5620 Our only office

3 bedroom apartment
Available immediately
354 8800 ' We do allow pets
353-0325 " CARTV RENTALS
Available 1994-95 school year -fully turn
Al umts 2 sem 9 payment lease.
321 E Merry • new 6 bdrm apt 2 fuH baths
3091/2E. Merry • single rooms for males
451 Thurstin Apis 108 8 119. Ef1iaenc.es. lurmshed. Call John Newlove Real t state at
354-2260.
■Ml Reed-only 2left!
2 bdrm., furnished across from campus. Free
water and sewer. washe"*dryer, extra storage
Call Newlove Rentals 352 5620 Our only of
ftce
AVAILABLE MAY AND FALL
1 bdrm effic , fum.319 1/2 Ridge St
Call 352-9392. John Frobose
E fhciency Units AVAILABLE
tor SHORT or LONG TERM
IDEAL lor Graduate STUDENTS
Completely furnished w/tutl CABLE
HBO. utii. phone 8 use of pool
all inci LOCATED NEAR CAMPUS
CALL 352 7365 or 352 1520
FOR RENT
i 8 2 bedroom apts, furrvunfurn. Available tor
summer. 9 mo. leases Campus shuttle, heat
included WINTHROP TERRACE 3S2 9'35
Furnished apartments EastEvers Leasing to'
summer and fall Utilities furnshed except eiec
trie 669-3036.
GFORGFTOWN MANOR APTS
800-THIRD ST

Now renting for 1994-95
(i2m/sch year) and sum "94
F uMy furnished 1 BR 8 2 BR Units
Excellent location Reasonable rates

Ca" 352 4966 or stop by
the building, «10
Jay Mar Apts
The Highlands
18 2 Bed Nee Amenities for
Uppe-classmen a graduates
Furnished, unfurnished start $350vmonih

ph 354 6036
MT VERNONAPTS
802 SIXTH ST
Currently renting lor 1994-95
Spacious, fully furnished 2-bedroom
AC diswashers. washer'dryer.
11/2 baths
Call 354 0401 or stop by Apt 2
Need an apartment7 Sublease my beautiful 2
bdrm i 1/2 bath ASAPM Call Alhson or Jeff
352-0308.
Now leasing
i -2-3 bedroom apartments 8 houses
354 8800 * We do allow pets
One bedroom apartment.
128 S. Summit tor Summer 1994
1-2673341
Sublease 2 bdrm May thru Aug with option to
lease. $400/mo plus util. pool, picnic area 8
volleyball 1 pet permitted Call 352 2225
Summer Rental on S College
i to2person apt .priceneg
352-8553. ask tor Apnl or Elaine

Woman's Guco Watch
For Sale tor $200, paid $325
Call 353-6028
Women's 14k gold diamond marquis en
gagement 8 wedding ring 1.5 total carat No
other like it • personally designed. $1.500 Call
352 2225

SUMMER

FOR RENT
1 bdrm.. quiet area, FREE HEAT, close to city
park Call Newlove Rentals 352 5620 Our only
office.

MVF Call 353-4503
Sublease Apt A on Butionwood Now1
Csl 362 5620 (9-5 p.m.)
after 5 30 call 352 2006
Subteaser needed tor
i42ButtonwoodApt.A
Starting Now
Drop by anytime or if
not home. contact Newlove
on South Mam

HELP WANTED

"ATTENTION"
VCT and DESIGN MAJORS
Gain valuable hands-on eipenence m
your ftsidi Help produce the university's
student publications Work l0-i5hrs/wk..
Fail'94 Visit Student Employment.
for job details and requirements
VCT Co-ops encouraged to apply

♦
♦

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
•NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St Apt 4, B.G.

Resident Manager 352-4380

♦ CEtnR POINT
♦ **rd$*nde*e. **etbm* *.-"
AWUUMINT MKC1HOIT

.'. ". i w*"-*- ob that < -;'eth*n mt*ey ar.d .
.•.?■•■ cpericrtoi rVart i et .-.-ere you c&- make I
ltd* Poit"

♦
♦
♦
♦

K-ul

'

: ^00 OS "jve vv-t- you're
tha r ,-ce for a ..onantujl
>r,» 'v '8 «-: older).
- ■■ t
i i-ixi D-crim and
I ;*ac- -3 er-foy

"CUitouii::.' tns o^i-.^-rities

BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
Monday. April 4
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Student Services Budding - Forum
»ou ;;-■■--: ir 4PD: —(-"' ilvo."«va
a.tuiom.c tut (vtuii :t it (4l») «:* ajas.

Arnsis needed for summer jobs
Portraits, cancaiures. airbrush
Will be at Art Building March 28; 10 4
Contact Kirsten Erman 625-5376

FRIDAY. MARCH 18.1994 Q^ OP
| Dining Centers close ■
SUNDAY. MARCH 27.1994

BARTENDERS. WATERS/WAITRESSES
Cedar Point Amusement Park interviewing on
Campus for Bartenders. Waiters & Waitresses
Positions include Dps* APPLICANTS MUST BE
ATLEAST21 YEARS OF AGE

MEETING MARCH 28
730 PM. 104 B A

1 boW, 222 N. Church St.,
Affordable housing in a nice, quiet

99001.

No appomiment necessary Ask lor Ann'
For more informason. call 419-627-2246

House, own room 8 full bath

Management Inc.

AS MUCH AS $15,000 * PER SUMMER IN
ALASKAN SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? YES.
BUT fT PAYS TO GET THE FACTSI IVE
DONE IT; I KNOW! FOR INFO SENDASELFADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO ROBERT J.
PATON; P.O. BOX 23397. KETCHIKAN. AK

N

GREENBRIAR INC.
HAS
* New Kitchens * New Carpet • New Furniture
• Air Conditioned * Newly Remodeled Bathroom
* Close to Campus

BUFF APARTMENT;
1470 -1490 Clough St.
,224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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Joe goes bungee blading

Insider
the Magazine

idea now that you are a school
council representative?"
"I'm not on school council. I'm a
USG senator. Anyways, bungee
blading is when you tie a bungee
cord around the fender of a car.
strap on some rollerblades and go
for broke," George said.
Something was wrong. George
liked the phrase 'go for broke' way
too much. I looked at him with
more suspicion than a gaggle of
Arkansas bankers look at Hillary
Clinton.
"George, what's got into you.
While you are reading this, faithful reader, your mind is undoubted- man? What would Jane say?" I
ly wandering lo thoughts of sunnier said, thinking it must have somepastures. A place where they have thing to do with Jane, his terminally
chipper chick.
blue skies, crocodiles, and the
"I asked Jane to marry me."
locals shoot anyone in a rent-a-car.
George said. "And she said yes."
The mythical spring-break-land.
So there ft was. I couldn't help
The fever is infecting us all Filling
but feel there was more to the stothe natives with a wild craziness
and causing women to throw their ry. I bided my time.
"Now that you're trapped by this
children on the streets to be tramwoman, what makes you think she
pled by naked disc jockeys.
will let you go BUNGEE BLAD"Hey, want to go bungee bladING?" I asked.
ing?" George asked. Yes, George
"I'm not trapped. And to prove it
the lovelorn, anal roomate has
I'm reasserting my freedom in this
made another unforgettable enact of reckless abandon," George
trance into my life. George is the
assured me.
same guy who introduced me 10
"Jesus," I cried. "Let's go."
the wonders of the Star System
So we strapped on our blades,
and joined me on my trip to Valentine-land.
fired up my '92 red Ford Escort
(The Red Stallion), and dipped a
•What!?!" I exdaimed. thinking
George and his peppy, overlybungee cord to the fender. I glanattached girlfriend Jane had been
ced in the rear view mirror only to
seeing a lot of each other lately.
find George squatted down like
"Do you think this is such a good
Gary Carter (after the knee prob-

Hey,

Joe Me.

by Jo© Pelffer

from the editors...
"When /'m dead and in my grave
lell me so I will know ..."
-Tom Wails,' 'The Briar and the Rose''
I was awakened from a long, happy dream involving a barber
shop, green beer and Belly Shanks (the 5'8" electric blonde and
one-time New York Knicks power-forward) to find H was time to
put out another Insider
For the first time in my four years in this fine, cold, windy,
stormy coDegetown. I will embark upon that age-old adventure in
depravation known to everyone and their brother as spring break.
And also, for the first time in those four years. I am among that part
of the population that calls Itself single.
Now, I'm not sure how those two things tie in, but I thought it
was interesting. Like when some 5'4" guy walks up toj J. Neusmeyer and confidently challenges her to a game of one-on-one
(well, the latter is not as interesting as it is funny, but 1 promised to
put it in the magazine), using the line, "used to play high school
ball." as if that makes a lick of difference.
Insider veteran and resident shutter-monkey Ross Weitzner
makes a spedal appearance this week. Also some spring break
stuff, not that anyone will be here in town to read it.
Our back page is a nice photo spread of the recent AIDS benefit
show at Howard's dub H. Since we usually have TV listings. I just
couldn't bear putting actual COPY in their place.
Boy, 1 can't wait to get out of here for a week.
Scott DeKatch
editor-in-chief

Iems). His eyes were wide as
saucers, his knuckes bled white
and I could swear I saw a drip of
sweat fall from his brow. In a few
words, he was more upset than a
front page Jen Maine.
"George, you really don't have to
do this to prove your manhood to
me." 1 tried one last time, knowing
It was futile.
"It's not for you. bub," George
said with suddenly clenched teeth.
"It's to show Jane that I'm a man."
"Uh, Georgie-boy, I hate to break
this to you but if she married you
I'm sure she thinks you're a man.
At least kind of," I reasoned.
"But she said If we get married
she won't change her last name 1 called it oppressive - said she'd
only hyphenate her name." George
spoke in fragments as he began to
breakdown.
"Run. man. run!" 1 said. "Never,
ever, never marry a woman who
wants to hyphenate her last
name."
This is my personal philosophy
on this kind of thing. I mean, hyphenated names just complicate
things. I think they just want longer
names. Sort of a bizarre female
name-envy that runs in opposition
to male penis-envy.
How's this for an example of
how complicated things can get
with hyphenated names. Let's say.
God forbid. Chelsea RodhamQinton gets married to that fella 1
hear she's been seeing nowadays.

Then she becomes Chelsea Buttafuoco-Rodham-Clinton. Then what
if her kids are offered to the little
guy with the big ears offspring.
Then she becomes Chelsea PerotButtofucco-Rodham-Clinton. Shed
never be able to get address labels
printed.
Well, now that that's out let's
turn back to George's weird display
of testosterone. I punched the
accelerator on the Red Stallion. The
bungee cord stretched, and George
was rolling.
Shifting Into second gear, I glanced back to see George staring intently ahead. He began to weave in
and out from behind the car like he
was crossing the wake in a water
ski competition. Then he put the
cord behind his back. He jumped
in the air and landed on one skate
-backwards.
He was unbelievable. He could
go pro. He was a slum man He
was a champ. He was the portrait
of masculinity.
He was wobbling. He was flailing. He was falling - fast. And then
It happened. He came crashing
down. Smashing the pavement, he
fell harder than Kurt Cobain on a
good Saturday night.
And so here we are. For those
who are curious, the wedding is
pushed back due to George's body
cast. The name is still going to be
hyphenated. Bungee blading is not
a sport.
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send anything back, but uie
Just might put you In
print.
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Young adults gaining reader mail...
weight, despite dieting
was talking about wasn't the result
of aging. It was seen in two groups
of young adults of the same ages.
"That amount of change in that
time period is shocking." Lewis
TAMPA. Ha. The average
said.
young American adult gained a
The study did not address the
"shocking" 10 pounds in the past
cause of the weight gain, but Lewis
seven years despite a low
speculated that a decline in physicholesterol, low-fat diet, the
government reported Thursday.
cal activity was likely responsible
A forthcoming study from the
"This is bad news." said Dr. Cora
National Center for Health Statistics
E. Lewis, an epidemiologist at the
condu Jes that Americans are conUniversity of Alabama in Birmisuming more calories, though the
ngham.
"It's not just people getting older amount of cholesterol and fat in the
American diet is dropping.
and heavier, but the population is
A summary of that study apgetting heavier," she told a meeting
of the American Heart Association. peared Feb. 25 in The Morbidity
The director of the federal study. and Mortality Weekly report, a CDC
Dr. Diane Bild of the National Insti- publication.
Becky Huff Lankenau, a nutritiotutes of Health, said the weight
nist at the Centers for Disease Con
gain "was totally unexpected."
trol and Prevention in Atlanta, said
It was particularly surprising be
the new study illustrates the need
cause the American diet has imfor educating and encouraging
proved in recent years, and
young people to exercise.
cholesterol levels have been drop
"Probably the safest and most
ping.
In 1992-93. Lewis found that the positive thing would be to nurture
the idea of physical activity." she
average weight of adults ages
said.
25-30 was 171 pounds. In
The study by Lewis and Bild and
1985-86. the average weight was
their colleagues was based on data
161 pounds for people thai age.
on 5,115 people, equally divided
People's weight normally rises
among blacks and whites and men
as they age. but the effect Lewis
by Paul Raeburn
The Associated Press

and women. The participants came
from Chicago. Minneapolis. Birmi
ngham and Oakland. Calif.
While weight climbed in the
group in 1992 93. cholesterol
levels dropped 9 points, probably
because the diets contained less
cholesterol and saturated fat. Bild
said.
That improvement in diet should
reduce the heart disease risks of
those young adults, but it's not
known whether the weight gain
will counteract that benefit, she
said.
The drop in cholesterol levels
was especially strong in the black
participants. The decrease was
about six to seven points in whites,
and about 12 points in blacks, Bild
said.
Lewis attributed the the apparent
decline in physical activity to the
growing number of Americans
working in offices, where they are
less likely to be physically active
than they might be in manufactur
ing jobs or other work. The growth
of the suburbs also has made peo
pie more likely to drive cars and
less likely to walk several blocks to
a train station or a bus stop.

Charles Kuralt to retire
after 37 years at CBS
NEW YORK (AP) -- Charles Kuralt is
-on the road to retirement.
The thoughtful CBS newsman
with the deep mellow voice who
poked around America's small
towns will retire May 1 after 37
years with the network. CBS said
Tuesday.
"CBS News has been the best
place on Earth to have a career as a
reporter and each of my 37 years
has been better than the year before." Kuralt. 59. said in a statement. "I have done every satisfying
thing under the sun in television
news, and would like to explore
some side roads of life while 1 am
still in good health and good spirits."
Kuralt. now the anchor of the
CBS News show "Sunday Morning." said his first post-retirement
project would be a book about
America.
Kuralt is best known for his "On
The Road" broadcasts chronicling
his wanderings through the small
towns of America. He set out to see
the country in October 1967 and,
he and his crew, visited each state
many times.

In 1959, at age 25, he became the
youngest person ever named a
CBS News correspondent. He be
came the first host of the CBS
News primetime series "Eyewit
ness'ln 1960.
Kuralt has won 11 Emmys and
three George Foster Peabody
awards. In 1983 he was named
broadcaster of the year by the International Radio and Television
Society.
Born in Wilmington. N.C.. Kuralt
began his journalism career at the
University of North Carolina in
Chapel Hill, where he was editor of
he student newspaper. "The Daily
Tar Heel."
He joined CBS in 1957 as a radio
writer on the overnight news desk.
•■

Most recently, he reported
several feature stories during CBS'
coverage of the Winter Olympics In
Lillehammer, Norway last month.
His last "Sunday Morning"
broadcast will be Easter Sunday,
April 3.
"No one has earned the right to
retire more than Charles Kuralt,"
said Howard Stringer, president of
CBS Broadcasting Group. "He has
been the poet laureate of CBS
News for more than 30 years and
he has carved out a unique niche in
the history of this company."
Eric Ober. president of CBS
News, said, "We will miss him
dearly, both personally and professionally. And. of course, heisal
ways welcome back."
'''''

■' ■
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HOWARDS club H
'
210 N. Main

'

Performing Live

'a '
352-9951

1 am writing because of concerns I have as to the Intimations
made about UAO In your recent Interview with Jeanne Wright. I am
curious about why you asked her about UAO concerts and programming when she Is the Director of the Wellness Center and not
of the University Activities Organization
In brief, H Is necessary to note that UAO has made efforts to bring
a major conceit to campus. With our limited faculties and budget
this Is not an easy thing to do. I would like to point out UAO has
provided many other alternative programs for the campus. 1 think
what needs to be questioned is not our providing such programs,
but the decline in student attendance at such programs
Jodie Castanza
President-elect
UAO
Jodie.

If you have read our magazine more than once, you would know
thai, aside from asking Jeanne Wrighl aboul campus concerts, we Have
asked off-the-wall questions to everyone we' ve featured this semester.
The object of the feature is to lake well-known members of the community and catch them a bit off guard. The kids like thai, Jodie. And we
like it, loo.
By ike way. where were the Smashing Pumpkins?
In response to your anide. How Safe Are You? the answer is
not safe sex nor non safe sex. The answer Is no sex untfl after marriage. I am 27 yean old and damaged my Bfe emotionally with sex.
There have been studies that show that people who have waited
until after marriage to have sex have better sexual relationships
with their spouse than those who those not to wait. Why? There
may be flashbacks and comparing sex with a previous partner
Jesus delivered me from sexual bondage and he can do I for
anyone lam not trying to come across as judgemental, lam guilty
of this stn as much as the next guy.
I Just want to say I love you andjesus loves you very much. If
you or anyone else would like to redeve prayer. I would like to
meet with you. Shaun Rudolf
Shaun:
Then why are there so many stories ofnewlywed brides crying on
their honeymoon? We respect your opinion, but the foci is this: People
art having sex. A lot of people are having unprotected sex. I. for one
(Scout, would rather be damaged emotionally because of sex than be
diagnosed with a venereal disease or, even worse, with AIDS, and our
intent in printing the story was lo make people aware of how much unprotected sex goes on. Our regards and good luck in the future, but
there are a lot of folks out there who won't slop having sex and that's
who we were trying to reach.
I am writing to say thai I find your Insider road trips very funny
That trip you took on groundhog day was my favorite. Being that 1
am from Pennsylvania, I thought all of those cracks on IUP and
Perm Stale were great I
Kathleen Cargel
Kathleen:
We love you. Kids like you are the reason we put out ladder every
week. Keep reading and well continue to crank out this little rag
Thank you and have a great break!!
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7 993 will be the Spielberg year
Worth
the
Watch
by Todd Stanley
With the Academy Awards only
Ihree days away, one wonders
how many awards Sleven Spielberg's Schlndler's Lid will walk
away with. It has 12 nominations
and is bound to win Best Picture.
Also. Spielberg's summer film,
Jarattlc Park is up for three nominations of Hs' own. Best Sound,
Sound Effects Editing and Visual Effects. So out of 18 possible categories that a Spielberg film could be
eligible for. his two films combined
are in 15. One director monopolizing the Oscars In the same year
with two films that are completely
different in every way is quite an
amazing accomplishment.
An easy way and the most ob
vious to tell the difference in the
varying intentions of Spielberg is
that JaraHk Park is in color, showing off its tropical location and giving every detail of the special effects, while Schtndler'i IM Is in

black and white, setting the mood
and the time for the film and focus
ing more on the story and characters than trying to draw attention to
the movie magic.
Another big difference is the time
of year in which the films came
out.Jomttc was a summer movie.
Summer is the time for brain-dead
fbcks with a lot a action that will
keep the audience entertained
rather than enthralled with something like a plot. Instead of focusing
on any sort of characterization, the
movie sets itself heavily on the
special effects of the dinosaurs to
sell tickets. As a result, none of the
characters are very interesting and
all were left with is the awesomeness of the visual effects. You take
the dinosaurs away from Juristic,
and there isn't any film left.
Schtndler'i Lilt on the other
hand, came out in December,
prime Academy Award movie
time. This is the month in which all
the films hoping for an Oscar nod
come out because they realize that
the Academy has such a short
memory and that the later in the
year the film comes out, the belter
the chances at being nominated.
This film does focus on characterization. The monsters of Schlnd!«r'» are the Nazi concentration
camp officers. You take away these
monsters and you still have a cast
of fascinating characters, the most
interesting being Ben Kngsly, who
for some odd reason, was over-

looked for an Oscar nomination
Desire also plays an major part
in differences between the two
films. Spielberg knows that for all
intensive purposes. Jarattlc is just
an action thriller meant to bring in
the bucks. As a result, a certain lev
ity is used when people are killed

in which Spielberg presents M
One scene in which a man
doesn't even die is more horrifying
than anything in Jurat tic Three
soldiers are trying to shot the man
but their guns keep jamming when
they pull the trigger. It is a truly
tense and suspenseful scene and

That's quite an amazing accomplishment,
one director monopolizing the Oscars like
that in the same year with two films that are
completely different in every way.
One man is sitting on the toilet
when the T-Rex gobbles him
whole, while another man sets his
arm on Laura Dern's shoulder literally as H turns out to be only the
man's arm. the rest having been
eaten by a Velociraptor These
death scenes have a certain black
humor to them and the horror of
the film is forced, the audience being set up with the sole purpose of
being scared.
Schtndler'i doesn't need to force
the issue to show hs' horror. This is
a film that seeks to teach people
about a temble time and about one
man's courage rather than just entertain. When a person is killed in
this movie, H is truly frightening.
This is not just because the film is
based on true events, but the way

one of the best of the year.
Scenes such as the night assault
on the Jewish ghetto where
windows from various buildings
are lighting up from gunfire, is
more breathtaking than any visual
effect that Jaraitlc has to offer.
Spielberg has put more heart in
Schtndler'i allowing fellow filmmaker George Lucas to supervise
the finishing editing on Jarattlc.
but was Involved In everything
from the costuming to final editing
inSchlndler'i

berg has been screwed over the
years, let me ask you this How
come nobody complains that the
same thing happens to Martin
Scorsese? Not including this year,
both directors have been nominated three times and not won.
Spielberg was supposedly snub
bed when'/'/if Color Purple
received 11 nominations, of which
H won none, but Spielberg was not
nominated for director.
This year, the same has hap
pened to Scorsese with his The Age
of Innocence. I think this is a
worse snubbing Scorsese than
anything Spielberg got (on a side
note, Spielberg had originally given
up the idea of filming Schtndler'i
and had given it to Scorsese to film.
Spielberg changed his mind though
and traded ScorseseCa/xr Fear to
get H back)

Overall tally of Spielberg awards.
Jarattlc will win all of Hs nominations. Schlndler i will take Best Picture. Director. Adapted Screenplay.
Art Direction, Cinematography,
Film Editing, Make-Up. and Original Score, winning eight out of its
twelve categories for a grand total
of eleven Oscars attributed to
Spielberg films. 1993 will go down
The big question is that will
in history as the Spielberg year, the
Spielberg finally win the Best
Directing Oscar after all these years year Jarattlc Park became the
highest box office film ever, and
of being snubbed? The answer is
the year Schtndler'i Lift ruled the
yes, but to all those people who
Oscars.
have commented on how Spiel-

Guarding Tess not as easy as it seemsl
Worth
the
Watch
by Todd Stanley
In the last couple of years, moviegoers have learned that Secret
Service men have tough and important jobs. Bruce Willis in The
Lust Boyscoui was a former Secret
Service man who took a bullet for
President Carter. Kevin Costner
was also a former Secret Service
agent in The Bodyguard who dealt
with the guilt of not being there
when Reagan was shot, and dint
Eastwood carried the guilt of being
there when JFK was shot and
taking a bullet for the current President in In (he Line of Fire .
All of these men had the prestigious job of guarding the President
of the United States, but what
about those Secret Service men

The script is very good. It is full
of low-key humor. When it seems
that Tess has not noticed and you
have already forgotten about it, she
brings it up. This is effective lowkey sentimentality, as well. One
wonders why Tess puts up with
Doug's anal retentiveness. but it is
conveyed when she is watching a
video of her husband's funeral and
Doug is shown mourning more
than the others. This is the reason
why she likes him and it is shown
in a subtle manner rather than just
having Tess come out and tell him.
Eventually the climax shifts gears
from comedy to a climax with
dramatic overtones, but the shift is
too fast and isn't very well exBut keeping a guard on Tess is
not as easy as it seems. The agents plained. But the film ends with a
have to deliver her meals, may not satisfying conclusion even though
it could have taken a more stereotake their guns into her room with
typical and melodramatic route.
them, they have to caddy for her
The performances are also very
when she golfs, and she has this
good. Nicolas Cage usually plays
bad habit of driving off with the
very
wacky characters but he is the
chauffeur and leaving Doug and
straight man in this movie. He is
the other agents behind. What the
very convincing in his role and
movie comes down to is a contest
knows the proper timing of pauses
of wills •- who can be more stuband facial reactions, like when the
born, the by-the-book Secret SerPresident personally calls him to
vice Agent, or the old lady who is
set in her ways and doesn't want to talk about Tess. Shirley MacLaine
takes a role that could have been
follow procedure.
with boringjobs such as keeping
tabs on Socks the cat. A dead-end
Secret Service assignment is the
situation Nicolas Cage finds himself
in in the new film Guarding Ten
The Tess' of the film is Tess Carlisle (Shirely MacLaine). a national
treasure and widow of the former
President. Doug Chesnic (Nicolas
Cage) has been assigned for three
years to the boring yet frustrating
duty of guarding the former first
lady. Just when he thinks his duty
is up and he will go to Washington,
where the real action is, the current
President asks Doug as a personal
favor to continue guarding Tess.

the typical bitter old woman, but
she manages to make it fresh and
subtle. The chemistry between the
two is what makes the movie work
so well.
Guarding Tctt belongs in the
same category as last year's Dave .
Both deal with some aspect of the
political world in a comedic manner, but the comedy is so subtle
that is doesn't sugarcoat the issues
or turn into a slap-stick parody.
This subtly is the power behindGuardlng Ten and is what
makes it so enjoyable. It is well
worth the watch, even at evening
prices.
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Whitewater rafting Is only one of the fun things college students can experience for a non-traditional
spring break.

by Sherry Turco
Contributing writer
Spring break traditionally is
associated with college students
Docking to Florida with only sun
and fun and a beverage or two on
their mind. However, Mountain
River Tour Inc. and companies
similar to it are offering an
alternative to this tradition.
Mountain River Tours, one of
the oldest Whitewater outfitters
in West Virginia, has put

together a Spring Mountain Adventure Two-Day Special.
The package includes one day
of guided mountain biking, one
day of Whitewater rafting, two
nights camping, two riverside
buffet lunches and dinner and
party Saturday night.
The cost of the package is
$89.95.
"For a long time spring break
was just considered a drinking
fest in Florida," said Joe Stevens,
coordinator of the program. "We

are offering an alternative. Students can have fun, do something
new and at the same time do
something healthy."
Although the package is primary offered as an alternative to
spring break, mountain biking
and rafting extends through
April.
"The package is not for everyone," said Stevens. "This works
well because we don't have
hoards of students, so the program becomes more person-

alize I."
Another Whitewater rafting
"We're always looking for a company that also offers a simiway to enhance a person's out- lar alternative is North American
door adventure," said Paul River Runners.
"We offer the lowest group
Brewer, owner of Mountain
River Tour Inc. "This is going to rate and complement ray wet
be ;i great way for students to try suits," said Tom Wagner, general
something new and realize the manager of North American
many outdoor opportunities the
New River Gorge area In Weal
Virginia has to offer."
While Whitewater rafting has
grown in popularity and it sounds
like a great way to spend spring
break, Robert Conibear, coordinator of the University's PEG
division cautions students to look
into the liabilty factors that surround Whitewater rafting.

"We are offering an
alternative. Students
can have fun, do
something new and at
the same time do
something healthy."

"Whitewater rafting is trailing
and exhuberating," he said. "But
it can be dangerous. Just because loe Stevens, coordinator
the price is right doesn't mean a
tour company has the proper
equiptment, and well trained
River Runners. "But we really
guides."
don't push Whitewater rafting
Conibear also advises that stu- during student's spring break."
dents look into what type of liabiWagner cited weather as the
lty packages the tour group main deterrent of such a prooffers. "Students should be the gram. "The actual season kicks
most concerned about their off the first weekend in April and
safety, because they need to re- runs until October," Wagner
member Whitewater rafting is a said. "It is possible to Whitewater
raft before then, but it's tough to
sport."
promise the weather will be safe
For the past 12 years the Uni- to raft in. We don't want to have
versity has offered a Whitewater students plan to spend their
rafting trip as an alternative to spring break and then not be able
taking a physical education class, to raft."
however as of next year the trip
"Whitewater rafting is dangerwill no longer be offered."
ous enough," said Wagner. "It's
"The trip has been extremely part of the draw, but we don't
popular the past years," said need unsafe conditions to top it
off."
Conibear.

Advice given for spring break

by Dorian Halkovich

It seems like just about everyone
is heading out to the warmer climates of Honda, the Carolina's or
even the Bahamas Guys and gals
alike spent weeks working on a
base tan for the trip. I have just one
simple question.
I understand that people with
light skin bum easily in Florida and
that the common perception is
base tans help prevent burning, but
exactly how dark do you have to
be to can it a base tan?

Today Is the day. Spring break has
offidaBy begun. For some it began
yesterday - - for others right after
class they will take off and run for
the hills.
It's a matter of tossing a few
loads of laundry (duly or otherwise) into the car, hitting the ATM
and headed wherever you are going. No looking back1
Spring break! A complete week
without school, lectures, work and
lousy food, what win we ever do?

From my observations formulated from watching springbreakers pre-tan for three years, most
people who tan before break end
up looking like dried pieces of beef
jerky. Now I do not mean all pretanners but a vast majority really
do end up looking worse rather
than better. Here's a short tip in order to prevent turning into a hu
man jerky stick: apply a moderate
amount of sunscreen liberally to
exposed body parts during expo-

ust
Another
Column

sure to the cancer causing rays of
the sun or even the tanning booth
(no. sunscreen is not the same
thing as tanning oil).

and just have a great time- that is
the goal.
Cool! Have a great time out
there. I hope all of you make the
best of your break and party away
but I also hope you are smart
enough to be careful and take
some precautions. No. I am not
particularly talking about sex. but
while you thought of it. take some
precautions with that. too. 1 know
you read our condom story so put
them on your list of friends and
haul them with you.

The last thing we want people to
do is become old before their time,
and pre-tanning really has been
proving to accelerate the process of
aging with prolonged usage. Yeah,
it seems to be such a silly thing,
worrying about looking old before
your time. Remember this, we live
in the United States, which is largely a country focused on physical
beauty as a measure of compe
They just may become your best
tence and status. We also do not
friend! EspedaHy if you drink too
treat our elderly as if their added
wrinkle lines mean added intellect much one night.
and wisdom. Think about H. Is it
Oh. about drinking. It sounds
worth it?
cool and H really is fun but try not
Enough on the lecture. Spring
to drink alcoholic beverages while
break is not a time to worry about you are running around in the sun
stuff, right. It is about relaxing, par- You might collapse and that Is defi
tying and getting away from it all.' nitely not cool. Everyone says "Not
Drink some beer, dance all night
me man.'' but thousands of cases

are reported every spring break of
alcohol poisoning and coDapse
Take care and have fun, just care
fully!
I really do not want to hear any
more horror stories of spring
break. If the money god ever
smiles upon my hard working self,
I would hope to go someday. It will
probably never happen but I can
imagine. I would go somewhere
different than most of you would
though. I actually crave peace, so
as far away from Florida and the
acres of bikini-dad bodies I can get.
I'd love. To each his/her own.
Personally I'D go home to work
on a lovely take- home German
exam, a 10-page paper, study for
three tests and catch up in everything yet again. So I have one
request. Have some fun for me
and all the others crammed with
work and staying behind! Have a
good one...c-ya.
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DePalma expresses interest Technology
in BGSU Directors Week gives false sense
of security
by Michael Slebenaler

al the movies
Any sludenl who allends BGSU
should register for the International
Directors Week this fall. This event
is tenatrvely scheduled for Sep
tember 19 through September 23
and September 25 through Sep
tember 30
This event is an easy way to pick
up one or two hours of credit. The
films are shown nightly from 7:30
p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and run Monday through Thursday the first
week and Sunday through Thurs
day the second week. You also attend lunches and discussion sessions with directors without any
additional expenses.
Past International Directors Week
events have included high profile
directors like Bernard Tavernier.
Lindsay Anderson. John Frankenheimer and Joseph Zito. This year
is no exception.
Brian DePalma. Robert Wise. Mi
cheline Lanctot and Volker
Schloendorv have been invited and
have intially said they would come.
Robert Wise has directed The
Sound of Music. West Side Slory and
Star Trek: The Motion Picture .

Brian Depalma has directed
famous movies like Carlito's Way
and The Untouchables.
Micheline Lanctot. a Canadian di
rector, is primarily known as an actress in roles like Richard Drey
fuss's love interest in The Apprenticeship ofDuddy Kraviti.
Volker Schloendorv is head of
one of the biggest movie studios in
Germany. Babelsburg Studios.
A fifth director wiD be invited.
One of several possibilities include
Agnieska Holland, director of The
Secret Garden.
Dr. Henry Garrity. co-chariman
of the International Director's Week
Committee, thought the event is a
good experience for students because many students "didn't have
much contact with the real business of making film."
The directors week was made international to include the widest
range of people. "By making ft International we included more people ... and more interest." Garrrty
said.
The International Directors Week
is listed in the star catalog under
Arts and Sciences 395 and 586. for
graduate students. Section number
and times wiD be in the spring catalog, which comes out on March 23.

You can register up to the beginning of the event. September 19.
The one hour section requires
you to attend the pre-week events
during the first week, September
19 through September 23. You
must also write a short analysis of
all the films shown that week.
The two hour section requires
you to attend the pre-week and director's week events Directors will
attend the nightly film showings
from September 25 to September
29.
You will also be required to go to
one of the two discussion sessions
with the directors from September
26 to September 30. You may attend both discussions and informal
meetings and lunches with the directors are provided without addi
tional cost.
You must also write a long paper
on one of the films shown.
To resolve class conflicts, get a
letter of excuse from 203 Romance
Languages in Shat/el Hall. Give the
letter to your instructor and have
them sign it
Bring the letter to the register
window in the Administration
Building so your schedule can be
overridden to allow you into the In
temational Directors Week.

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk!

Prices are Falling on
CD's and Tapes
Ti®
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Save on our Large Selection of videos.
100's to choose from at always the
lowest price

WALL MART
Excludes double packs and extended length.
New Store Hours: Mon. - Sat. 7a.m. - 11p.m.:
Sunday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

1120 [\ Main St. at W. Gypsy Lane Rd.
BOWLING GREEN

The same qualities apply with
ABS systems. Too many times I
have seen people driving entirely
too close to other cars in exteremly
slippery condiditons. They say.
"Hey. no problem. I've got ABS.''
What they don't realize is that ABS
can actually increase rather than
decrease the stopping distance in
indement weather. What does this
mean? The car being followed can
get kissed in a vigorous fashion.
The problem is not in the car or the
Technology is a wonderful thing technology involved, but in the
... usually. The most recent craze in drivers.
the automotive world is to bom
bard consumers with high levels of
About a month ago I had the optechnology so they believe they are portunity to drive a 1994 Audi S4.
getting the greatest thing since
With a beautiful 227 horsepower,
sliced bread.
five-cylinder engine and all-wheel
My favorite examples are the
drive, the five passenger, four door
Dodge Stealth R/T Turbo and
sedan is capable of reaching ob
nearly any car that has anti-lock
scenely high speeds that would
brakes (ABS). The Stealth, like its
shame most sports cars.
brother, the Mitsubishi 3000GT
VR-4. have nearly every piece of
modem technology available. AllIn driving this German athlete, I
wheel drive, ABS. all-wheel steerwas reminded of a Porsche 9111
ing, and even an adjustable exhdrove a while back. Unlike the 911.
aust system.
the S4 does not require anywhere
There is no inherent problem in
near the amount of skill or atten
the quantity or level of technology, tiveness. but it still commands a
but how it's applied. The problem
level of respect from its navigator
lies in the fact that these cars are
not enjoyed by most parents.
built for people who don't know
Why? Because it's German, and all
how to drive fast but want to do so. German cars, for some unknown
So in this respect, the cars succeed but widely acknowledged reason,
in their intended aim.
ask quite a bit of their drivers.
Since these cars are designed
with the amateur driver in mind,
It seems, then, that the world
they have an exteremely high
wide automobile industry should
tolerance for mistakes. For examtake lessons from the Teutonic
ple, if the captain of one of these
masters of automobilia; Porsche.
heavy grand tourers decided that
he or she was going too fast
Mercedes-Benz, BMW. Audi, and
through a corner she or he could
Volkswagen. If drivers made the
apply the large anti-lock brakes and same mistakes in a German car, as
those made in American or
be relatively free from danger even on wet road conditions.
Japanese cars, it is likely they
would not make the same mistake
again. It might even make them
But the real danger lies in when
better drivers.
the amateur tries to cross into
professional territory and makes a
Perhaps it's automotive Darwinmistake. The purpose of an allism, but there are less accidents in
wheel drive sports car is to allow
Europe per capita than in the US,
high levels of adhesion on almost
speeds can be substantially higher
any road surface. And in doing so. than on our inters!ates and traffic is
the car becomes exteremly docile much more dense on a day to day
and predictable, barring any sus
basis than ours. The point?
pension or tire defects.
Europeans are much better drivers
than we. Is it any coincidence that
Since the all-wheel drive system a Former Formula 1 British race car
transfers power to all wheels, trac- driver is cleaning up the very Amertion is enjoyed at all four comers of ican Indycar circuit? I think not.
the car. But when the traction limit
is exceeded by one wheel, it probThe bottom line is we Americans
need to respect the road and our
ably wiD be exceeded by the re
mainlng three as well. The result is cars much more than we currently
a complete loss of control. Now.
do. If we could manage to do that,
the driver can only wait until the car more companies could build more
slows enough to regain traction. At cars like Mazda's back to basics
MX 5 Miata and RX-7. and driving
this point in time, as Kahn said in
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Kahn .
would not only be safer, but much
Time is a luxury you don't have.'' more fun.

m
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Oh, the crazy things people do...
GREENWOOD, S.C. - Don't have a
cow. man, but Ihis town's newest school
will be right out of a cartoon.
Springfield Elementary has its name
sake in the TV show The Simpsons" s it's the name of the school Bart Simpson attends.
Students picked the moniker and the
Greenwood District 50 school board, unaware of the connection, gave prelim)
nary approval to the name in January.
Parents protested, accusing Bart of being
a bad role model, and asked the board to
find a new name.
But Ban backers came out in force.
And so did Bart. In February, he offered
some advice for parents who didn't want
the name: Relax. It could be worse.
"At least they didn't call it lie avis &
Butt-head Elementary." the spiky-haired
troublemaker said in a statement printed
by The Greenville News. The board held

firm and the name became final last
week. The school opens in the fall
INDIANAPOLIS - Dan Quayle may
soon be able to tell us if the pen is mightier than the mouth.
The former vice president plans a
weekly newspaper column for worldwide
distribution, said Creators Syndicate
president Richard S. Newcombe.
"He was the most articulate person to
emerge from 12 years of Republican rule
In the White House." Newcombe said.
"He has the biggest following on one side
and he's generated the most opposition
on the other side."
Starting around May 1. Quayle will
cover national politics, world affairs and
other topics in columns running 500 to
600 words. Newcombe said most oped
pieces run from 700 to 750 words.
"That's his choice because its his own
experience that columnists run out of

words after 500 words and pad the ending." Newcombe said.
Quayle heads the Competitiveness
Center of Hudson Institute in Indianapolis
and serves on Indianapolis Newspapers
Inc.'s board of trustees. TULSA. Okla.
i At 76, Paul Harvey isn't about to lay
down his mike or head to New York City.
If I quit tomorrow morning and go up
and sit on Spavinaw Reservoir, you know
I'm not going to be content to fish for
fish." the radio personality said.
"I'm going to be reading The Wall
Street Journal and the Tulsa World and
I'm going to be talking back to all those
newsmakers anyway. So. I might as well
stay around and do it professionally."
At a fund-raiser Tuesday for the Salvation Army, Harvey spoke of what he described as problems of perspective from
the national media based in New York.

This epicenter in Manhattan Island
creates some problems of balance for
us." said Harvey, who is based in Chicago. "So the hub of the wheel, as far as
perspective is concerned, is just that
much off balance.
"I'm doing what I can by staying out
New York as much as possible."
CHICAGO - Former Chicago Bears
kicker Bob Thomas is looking for another
spot on the bench - a judge's bench, that
is.
Thomas, currently a DuPage County
Grcuit judge, captured the GOP nomination Tuesday to a seat on the state appellate court.
Thomas, a Notre Dame graduate who
played 10 years for the Bears starting in
1975. will run unopposed for the bench
in the November general election. He
was waived by the Bears in 1985. just before the start of the championship season.

Mario emerges from Danny's shadow
NEW YORK - Its no problem
moving through an interview with
Mario Thomas without bringing up
her famous father.
From sitcoms through TV films
and stage appearances. Danny's
daughter has long since emerged
from his shadow.
And yet, as she talks about her
most recent project, "Ultimate Betrayal," the conversation makes
room for Daddy.

Playing Mario's sisters are Mel
Harris. Ally Sheedy. and Kathryn
Dowling.
Mario Thomas plays Sharon
Rodgers. the oldest, who wrestles
with old demons as she copes with
her present-day life as a wife and
mother. It is a tough, no holds
barced portrayal that befits the
trauma of the real Sharon Rodgers.
whom Mario Thomas got to know
while preparing for the role.

"I was asking Sharon all these
realize how fleeting this all is."
film Nobody's Child), and didn't
questions until finally she said to
work for three years after that, be
me. 'I know this may sound sick,
cause nothing seemed good
It also served as motivation.
but I needed my father. I needed to
enough.
have a father. And that's why it was
"I realized that I wanted to work
so hard for me to go to court. I
"Now I'm saying, 'Life is short.
more, that I was too picky." she
knew if I did, I would lose him.'
Work. Do the things that you enjoy
says. "I won an Emmy for Best
and that give you nutrition."'
Dramatic Actress in 1986 (for the
"I told her. Now I understand.'
Because I adored my father, and I
understand a girl's need to have a
daddy, come what may."

Sharon's real-life remark was in"She gave me all of her poems,
cluded in the film, framing the uniWith this film Mario has learned all the letters she and her mother
versal truth of daughterhood, even
how different fathers can be Airing had written over the years, and told a tragic one.
Sunday on CBS at 9 p.m. EST, "Ul- me a lot of her secrets." Thomas
timate Betrayal" tells the true story says.
Today Mario Thomas, too, mis
of four sisters who. well into
ses her father, a much-beloved enadulthood, finally come to terms
But doing justice to those secrets tertainer best known to the world
with childhoods afflicted by incest was a daunting task for the actress. for his long-running family sitcom
and physical abuse. The source of
"Make Room for Daddy." Danny
their mutual torment is their father,
Thomas died in 1991 at age 79.
"Playing a living person is chala respected law-enforcement offi- lenging and exciting but also
cer they sue in a Colorado court"His death changed me." Mario
scary." she says. "In particular, at
room.
says, her eyes moisting. "It was
first it was hard for me even to unsuch a shock to me. and made me
derstand what Sharon went
The case would lead to conthrough.
gressional legislation that estab
lished procedures allowing adult
"That was because I had such a
victims of child abuse to claim res- great father, a loving, kind man.
titution, even many years after
Lottery 0
And I grew up thinking all families
ward.
were like that.
Convenience Store

South Side 6

Get Together...
and plant
a tree.
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BEER PRICES
Start your
Spring Break
Party Here!
737 S. Main

352-8639

SATURDAY
Art & Roman

GRIZWALD
.Chicago - style BLUES,
104 S. MAIN

353-0988

Shop smart! Shop locally!
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in case you missed the show: photos from last month's AIDS benefit

Gone Daddy Finch's Eric Kllngcr, WBGU's Dawn Blackford and
the Sweaty Whiskers' Joe Kelso (obscured by Dawn) share an Intimate moment.

Gone Daddy Finch's Eric Klfnger and Kevin Murnen rock oul
late In the lineup.

WBGU-FM TOP JO wk.ending 3/14/94
corner Punk & Rock sis./ 120 West Hall / Bowling Green OH / 43403 / (419) 372-8657
Artisl:
1. Jale
2. Slant 6
3. Mr. T Experience
4. Jawbox
5. Giraffe Boy
6. Gone Daddy Finch
7. Panda
8. Crunt
9. Faith Healers UK
10. Pavement

Title:
Gold Leather/ Cut
Soda Pop
Our Bodies Ourselves
For Your Own Special....
The Boys of Summer
Hope That You Get...
Ninny Cake Bake
Crunt
Imaginary Friend
Crooked Rain Crooked Rain

Label:
Genius/Sub Pop
Dischord
Lookout!
Atlantic
demo
OffWhite
Echonet
Trance
Elektra
Matador

7"
cd
cd
cd
cas
7"
7"
cd
cd
cd
Powder onstage.

352-0796
HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

$2.00 Fare

$1.00 Fare

Children

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. of Age

For Elderly (65t) /
Handicapped Persons
Children 4-12 yr9. when
accompanied by an adult.

4 YRS. OR UNDER 40 LBS.

Transit I.D. Card Required*

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.
Child must ride In Child Restraint j
Seats provided.

Call 354-6203 For More Information
"Transit 1.0 Cams Avails-- "i Grants Administrators Ollice
This aervlca

Van all Available:
Wheelchair Access A
LGroup Seating Available

Call 1 Hr.
Before
Service
is Needed

financed In pan
from an operating
easislsnce grant
from ODOI &
FTA,

Paste's Iain Ellis and our own Sam Melendez compare smiles.

